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As a less evident way of tax avoidance, thin capitalization severely risks the tax 
benefits of the sovereign state and the international taxation coordination, destroys the 
principle of the equality and substantial justice of the tax law and weakens the state’s 
function to control economy. Because of the harmful effects of thin capitalization, all 
states are taking precautions against and impose sanctions on it as a behavior of tax 
avoidance. However the tax supervision towards it is comparatively difficult, which is a 
huge challenge confronting the taxing authorities. China is still lacking in the empirical 
researches on thin capitalization, and has not established efficient and systematic tax 
supervision. So, to conduct and enhance empirical researches and to accelerate the 
legislation are badly needed for precautions against the tax avoidance and the perfection 
of national taxation system. Meanwhile, they are also required to further, enlarge and 
make breakthrough on the theory and practice of thin capitalization. More importantly, 
they are also needed to secure the taxation rights and benefits of the state and promote a 
harmonious developing economy. 
This essay offers a illustration of thin capitalization, including the achievement of 
recent researches, significance, phenomenon, causes, influences and measures of 
adjustment and the international experiences about thin capitalization rules, 
emphasizing the two types of thin capitalization rules proposed by OECD and the thin 
capitalization rules of some countries, and making comparative analysis on the present 
national tax system of China. The essay is relatively innovative. Combined with the 
practical works on the tax collection and management, the essay, from the angle of tax 
supervision, focuses on the empirical researches and comprehensively applies the means 
of comparison, induction and assessment. It not only introduces relative researches, but 
also learns from the international experiences on regulating thin capitalization. 
Moreover, the essay analyzes and concludes the phenomenon and conducting behaviors 
of thin capitalization of enterprises, providing the first-hand statistics and data against 
thin capitalization, and giving specific suggestions on the tax supervision, which to 
some degree fills up the blank of the empirical researches of thin capitalization on the 
tax supervision and practical manipulation. 
In this essay, some relative financial statistics and data from some enterprises are 














has concluded some characteristics and common features of thin capitalization. 
Combined with present available theories, laws and experiences, this essay has also 
discussed how to supervise and control capital efficiently and researched on how to 
improve the supervision and management. The essay believes that in order to solve the 
problem caused by thin capitalization effectively, the situation of enterprises’ tax 
payment should be regularly assessed; the targets of caution and supervision should be 
reasonably confirmed; a system of caution and supervision should be established and 
perfected; the national tax system should be further improved; and the benefits brought 
by the taxation to the FDI should be enhanced. It has also proposed that these 
enterprises should be supervised: the enterprises whose ratio of debts and profits have 
exceeded 2:1 for two successive years, the enterprises whose debt to asset ratio 
exceeded 60%, the enterprises whose prime operating revenue and operating costs have 
reversed for six successive months or whose annual sale income reverse has lasted  for 
successive two years, and the enterprises who has a huge sum of current account and 
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2、修正后的 MM 理论 
基于以上原因，1963 年两位学者发表了第二篇文章，修正了前期的 MM 理论，
这一理论也被称为 MM 定理 2。在其研究模型中，他们分析了存在公司税条件下的
资本结构对税收及企业价值的影响，即：负债利息所具有的抵税效应,使得负债企








业价值 大化。修正后的 MM 理论也第一次从税收的角度出发，有力地论证了包
含税收这一经济变量时对企业资本结构的影响，为资本弱化现象提供了更为直接
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4、再修正的 MM 理论——权衡理论 




自 MM 定理中债务“税盾效应”的修正模型，认为 MM 定理只有在完全市场条件






































成本对实现 优资本结构的作用，但却又忽略了影响这一结构的其他一些因素。  
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